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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our microblog real-
time filtering system developed and submit-
ted for the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC
2015) microblog track. We submitted six runs
for two tasks related to real-time filtering by
using various Information Retrieval (IR), and
Machine Learning (ML) techniques to ana-
lyze the Twitter sample live stream and match
relevant tweets corresponding to specific user
interest profiles. Evaluation results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our approach as we
achieved 3 of the top 7 best scores among
automatic submissions across all participants
and obtained the best (or close to best) scores
in more than 25% of the evaluated topics for
the real-time mobile push notification task.

1 Introduction

The main goal of the real-time filtering task in
the TREC 2015 microblog track1 was to monitor
a stream of social media posts (Twitter) in order to
match relevant content (tweet) corresponding to spe-
cific user interest profiles and push notifications to
the users considering two different tasks. For Task
A, a maximum of 10 interesting tweets per day were
requested to be sent to the user in real-time, whereas
in Task B, a batch of up to 100 top ranked interesting
tweets per interest profile were required to be sent at
the end of each day. We submitted six runs for the
two tasks using various Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP), specifically IR techniques to analyze the
Twitter sample live stream and match relevant tweets
corresponding to specific user interest profiles.

1https://github.com/lintool/twitter-tools/wiki/TREC-2015-
Track-Guidelines

NLP and ML have emerged in the recent decades
as prominent methodologies to fully leverage the
rapid explosion of unstructured information in the
digital universe. Deep Learning (DL) techniques
typically aim at automatically learning representa-
tions of data without requiring any prior domain
knowledge or expert annotations. DL alleviates
the need for tedious feature engineering by devis-
ing efficient unsupervised or semi-supervised algo-
rithms for hierarchical feature learning and extrac-
tion. Deep learning for NLP tasks mainly rely on
learning high-dimensional vector representations of
words, phrases, sentences, or documents and their
relationships (called embeddings) using neural net-
work architectures. The trained language model
transforms semantically similar textual units into
similar vector representations (Mikolov et al., 2013;
Le and Mikolov, 2014). The main advantage of such
architecture over the traditional bag-of-words model
is its ability to capture the embedded ordering and
semantics by learning fixed-length vector represen-
tations for variable-length text structures. We ex-
ploited the strength of neural word and phrase em-
beddings in extending the context of the underlying
user interest profiles for our microblog real-time fil-
tering system. In the subsequent sections, we de-
scribe the overall architecture of our system, and
present the evaluation results.

2 System Description

Figure 1 shows the generic architecture of our real-
time content filtering system. Our overall approach
comprises three main processes: (i) Analysis of In-
terest Profiles: leveraging a topic signature model-
ing algorithm and neural word/phrase embeddings



Figure 1: Real-time filtering system architecture

for contextual understanding, (ii) Tweet Content
Analysis: noisy element filtering, tokenization and
Parts-Of-Speech (POS) tagging for generation of a
cleaned version of the tweet, and (iii) Relevant Con-
tent Matching: mapping of relevant tweets to cor-
responding interest profiles using a weighted com-
bination of a term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency (TF-IDF)-based content matching score and
a semantic similarity score. The submitted runs are
varied based on different context expansion method-
ologies used during topical analyses of interest pro-
files along with different threshold values for the
tweet relevance score.

Initially, we analyzed all user interest profiles
provided by the track organizers using a topic
signature algorithm (Lin and Hovy, 2000) to ex-
tract the most important topical keywords to cap-
ture the overall context of the information need.
These keywords along with their n-gram combina-
tions were utilized to expand the topical vocabu-
lary by extracting related synonym sets from the
WordNet database (Fellbaum, 1998) and exploiting
deep neural word/phrase embeddings. The neural

word/phrase embeddings were trained on over 60
million tweets (crawled from the Twitter’s live sam-
ple stream for over two weeks before the start of the
evaluation period) by using a deep learning-based
word/phrase to vector representation modeling algo-
rithm (Mikolov et al., 2013). The expanded topical
keyword list per interest profile was indexed in Elas-
ticsearch2 for further analyses during real-time tweet
content filtering.

In the second step, each incoming tweet was pro-
cessed to remove noise using various rule-based al-
gorithms in association with curated databases of
known noisy elements that are widely used in tweet
messages. We then applied tokenization and part-
of-speech (POS) tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011) to
extract the most important words that preserve the
contextual meaning of the tweet.

In the last step, the tweet content words were
used as query words for which an appropriate in-
terest profile was retrieved and matched using al-
gorithms within Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch trans-
formed the query words as various combinations of

2http://www.elasticsearch.org/



possible n-grams/phrases to find an overall content
match across all the interest profiles. The final rele-
vance of a tweet with respect to a user interest profile
was measured using a weighted combination of two
scores (Eq 1): (i) TF-IDF based content matching
score returned by Elasticsearch, and (ii) semantic
similarity score based on an algorithm built on se-
mantic networks of related words and corpus-based
statistics (Li et al., 2006).

W ⇤ semantic
score

+ (1�W ) ⇤ elastic
score

(1)

We also calculated the semantic similarity of a
new tweet with the tweets that were already sent to
the users to minimize redundancy. Finally, an aver-
age relevance score over a set of empirical thresh-
old values triggered a tweet to be sent to the match-
ing user for Task A (within a few seconds after the
tweet was originally created). For Task B, the in-
coming tweets were indexed through the end of each
day, processed using the same algorithms as Task A,
and then the interest profile keywords were used as
queries to find a ranked list of up to 100 matching
tweets to be sent as an e-mail digest to the corre-
sponding user.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Test Data
The test dataset comprises 225 user interest pro-
files with three fields: “title” contained a few key-
words, the “description” contained a one-sentence
statement of the information need, and the “narra-
tive” was a paragraph-length description of the in-
formation need. We used all fields for our experi-
ments.

3.2 Corpus
Twitter’s live tweet sample stream was used as the
corpus for the track. We built an architecture to con-
tinuously monitor the tweet stream by following the
guidelines provided by the organizers.

3.3 Run Description
For Task A, we submitted three runs as follows: 1)
prna1-A: considers topical keyword expansion us-
ing WordNet synonyms, 2) prna2-A: considers top-
ical keyword expansion using neural word/phrase
embeddings, and 3) prna3-A: considers topical key-
word expansion using both WordNet synonyms and

neural word/phrase embeddings. The runs were also
varied by the threshold values for the tweet rele-
vance scores as we set the highest threshold for run
3 and the lowest for run 1. Our three runs for Task
B were designed in the same fashion except we use
the Elasticsearch score as the only measure for tweet
relevance due to time complexity and chose up to
100 top ranked tweets per profile to be sent to the
user after the end of each day.

3.4 Evaluation and Analysis
The evaluation of the 2015 microblog track was con-
ducted on a subset of 51 topics (selected out of the
total 225 test topics) by following a similar proce-
dure as the tweet timeline generation (TTG) task
from the TREC 2014 microblog track (Wang et al.,
2015; Lin et al., 2014). The tweets returned by
the participant systems were collected into a single
judgment pool for both tasks and each tweet was
judged by the assessors independently correspond-
ing to the user interest profiles using a three-point
scale where spam/junk/not interesting, somewhat in-
teresting, and very interesting tweets received the
gain (score) of 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively. After this
standard pooling assessment procedure, a clustering
protocol was applied to group all tweets into a set
of semantically similar clusters. The participant sys-
tems were only credited for returning one tweet from
each meaningful cluster.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the overall scores of
our runs for Task A across the selected 51 topics
as compared to the max scores among all partici-
pants’ submitted runs for two evaluation measures:
expected latency-discounted gain (ELG3), and nor-
malized cumulative gain (nCG4). These results show
that our system achieves the best scores across all
runs for 14% of the evaluated topics while having
close to best scores for 12% of the evaluated top-
ics. In-depth analyses of the results also reveal that
WordNet synonyms and neural word/phrase embed-
dings often have a positive impact on the tweet rel-
evance scores. Figure 4 shows the distribution of
per-topic ELG scores for the best runs by mean
ELG scores (adopted from the TREC 2015 overview

3ELG is computed using the summation of tweet gains nor-
malized by the number of tweets returned.

4nCG is calculated by the total tweet gain divided by the
maximum possible gain given the 10 tweet per day limit.



Figure 2: ELG scores for each topic (Task A)

Figure 3: nCG scores for each topic (Task A)



Figure 4: Distribution of per-topic ELG scores for best run by mean ELG (Task A); the arrow denotes our system

Figure 5: nDCG scores for each topic (Task B)



talk). Analyses reveal that our run (prnaTaskA2, ar-
row marked in Figure 4), which exploits neural em-
beddings for better understanding of the user inter-
est profiles, has achieved one of the top 5 scores
among all automatic runs submitted by the partici-
pants. Further analyses denote that all three of our
submitted runs for Task A are placed in the best 7
ranks across all automatic submissions.

Figure 5 shows the overall scores of our runs for
Task B across the selected 51 topics as compared
to the max scores among all participants’ submit-
ted runs for the evaluation measure: normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (nDCG), which computes
the quality of ranking for each system based on
the ranked list of 100 tweets graded with relevance
judgment and normalized by the maximum possible
gain. These results demonstrate that our system can
achieve close to the best scores for a few number of
topics simply because we could not implement the
semantic similarity measure to compute the tweet
relevance due to time complexity limitation. Con-
textual expansion methodologies (i.e. use of Word-
Net synonyms, and neural embeddings) show a sim-
ilar positive effect on the overall results as shown in
Task A.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described our participation in the
TREC 2015 microblog track. Evaluation results
showed the effectiveness of our approach as we
achieved additional gains with the implementation
of neural word and phrase embeddings in extending
relevant contexts for the user interest profiles. In fu-
ture, we plan to improve upon our tweet relevance
scoring algorithms, especially for the email digest
task (B), by leveraging powerful computational re-
sources to solve the respective use cases.
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